Calcium supplementation, osteoporosis and cardiovascular disease
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Summary

Adequate intakes of calcium and vitamin D are essential preventive strategies and essential parts of any therapeutic regimen for osteoporosis. However, calcium supplementation is not without controversy and benefits on skeletal health need to be balanced against potential risks on cardiovascular disease. The published data so far suggest a potential detrimental effect of calcium supplementation on cardiovascular health (i.e. myocardial infarction) although further prospective studies are needed to clarify the gradient of risk. Since food sources of calcium produce similar benefits on bone density as supplements and dietary calcium intake does not seem to be related with adverse cardiovascular effects, calcium intake from nutritional sources needs to be enforced. In patients with low calcium intake supplements are warranted aiming for a total calcium intake of 800 to 1000 mg/d together with adequate vitamin D replacement. Nevertheless we should keep in mind that for significant reduction in fracture risk, pharmacological treatment is mandatory in patients at risk of fractures irrespective of calcium and vitamin D supplementation.
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Introduction

Osteoporosis is a worldwide health issue. It is anticipated that the number of affected individuals, and thereby costs to health care systems, will increase substantially with further aging of the population. Of all the preventive strategies for age-related bone loss and osteoporotic fractures adequate calcium intake is the simplest and least expensive. However, calcium supplementation is not without controversy. In contrast to its effect in maintaining bone mineral density (BMD) in adults its anti-fracture efficacy remains unsettled. Furthermore, controversy has been fuelled after the publication of studies suggesting a potential negative effect of calcium supplementation on cardiovascular health. Specifically, a recent meta-analysis on the effect of calcium supplements on the risk of myocardial infarction and cardiovascular events has questioned the need for and the safety of daily calcium supplementation [1]. Not only patients but also health care providers are left with uncertainties about the risks and benefits of calcium supplementation. In this review we will briefly summarize the effects of calcium supplementation on the skeletal and cardiovascular system and conclude with practical recommendations for the care of patients at risk for osteoporotic fractures. As several articles recently reviewed the influence of vitamin D on skeletal and non-skeletal endpoints, we will focus largely on the potential benefits and risks of calcium supplementation.

Calcium supplementation and skeletal health

Effects of calcium supplementation on bone loss

Inadequate intake of calcium and vitamin D results in reduced calcium absorption with secondary hyperparathyroidism and consecutive bone loss. As bone loss is a strong predictor of fracture calcium supplementation combined with vitamin D has become one of the most widely accepted strategies in primary and secondary prevention of osteoporosis. Several studies have shown the effectiveness of calcium supplementation in slowing or stopping bone loss [2–5]. In a meta-analysis by Shea et al. the effect of calcium on bone density has been confirmed in postmenopausal women. In this study including 15 trials (1806 patients) the authors found calcium to be more effective than placebo in reducing rates of bone loss after two or more years of treatment, specifically for secondary prevention [6]. Notably, the mean total calcium intake in the calcium trials was mostly above 1000 mg/day (with a dietary calcium intake of 408 to 879 mg/d and additional calcium supplementation between 500 and 2000 mg/d). A recent meta-analysis extended these findings in a larger cohort including 29 randomized trials (63897 patients) reporting that calcium supplementation, alone or in combination with vitamin D, is effective in reducing bone loss at the hip and the spine in women and men aged 50 years or older [7].

After reaching peak bone mass there is an age-related yearly bone loss in both sexes of about 1% [8], which is accelerated to 2% for up to 14 years in women around the age of menopause [9]. To keep bone loss to a minimum, increased dietary calcium is needed, or calcium supplementation needs to be added in order to maintain a total daily calcium intake of about 1000 mg.
Effects of calcium supplementation on fracture risk

In contrast to the effectiveness of calcium supplementation in slowing bone loss, its influence on fracture risk is still a matter of debate. The controversy is in part attributable to the relatively small number of studies that have addressed fracture endpoints. More importantly, the available trials are heterogeneous with respect to the dose and preparation of calcium used, whether calcium is used as monotherapy or in combination with vitamin D, whether patients were adherent to the supplementation regimen, and lastly due to differences in study populations (e.g. age, gender, magnitude of fracture risk, institutionalised versus community-dwelling) [10]. According to various studies which used a combined intervention of calcium and vitamin D, fracture risk was reduced in frail elderly populations [11–13]. In their meta-analysis including 29 randomized trials, Tang et al. reported that calcium supplementation (alone or in combination with vitamin D) is effective in preventing osteoporotic fracture in elderly women and men. The risk of any fracture was reduced over average treatment duration of 3.5 years (RR 0.88, 95%CI 0.83–0.95). Interestingly, the fracture risk reduction was greatest in individuals who were elderly, lived in institutions, had a low body weight, had a low calcium intake or were at high baseline fracture risk. For calcium-only supplementation, a minimum dose of 1200 mg was needed for favourable treatment effect [7]. In a randomized placebo-controlled trial among healthy community-dwelling older men and women, Bischoff-Ferrari et al. showed that four years of supplementation with 1200 mg calcium alone is associated with a reduction in risk of all fractures and minimal trauma fractures. After supplementation was stopped the benefit of calcium was lost [14].

Two concerns need further attention. Firstly, as with other medical interventions that need long-term adherence, compliance has been shown to be poor in some studies limiting the beneficial effect of calcium supplementation on fracture risk. A number of studies [15–17] show no significant benefit when data were analysed using an intention-to-treat approach, but trends toward benefit in per-protocol analyses [10]. Secondly, reduction in total fracture risk does not necessarily imply that risk for specific fracture types, such as hip fractures are also reduced. Reid et al. reanalysed the Tang meta-analysis considering only hip fractures and found a non-significant relative risk reduction associated with calcium use 0.91 (95% CI 0.80–1.04). Subgroup analyses showed that the relative risk of hip fracture was significantly lower for combined supplementation (calcium plus vitamin D; RR 0.84, 95%CI 0.73–0.97) than that for calcium supplementation alone (RR 1.50, 95%CI 1.06–2.12). Furthermore and in accordance with two other trials [16, 18], calcium supplementation alone was associated with an increased risk of hip fracture. Meta-analysis of these three studies demonstrates a relative risk of hip fracture of 1.50 (95%CI 1.06–2.12) on calcium supplementation alone [10]. In contrast and according to a recent meta-analysis, nutritional calcium intake (such as milk consumption) was not associated with hip fracture risk in women and men [19].

These findings suggest that calcium supplementation alone without adequate vitamin D intake is not an appropriate preventive strategy to reduce hip fracture risk. The study by Boonen et al. confirmed that only in combination with vitamin D may calcium intake reduce the risk of hip and any non-vertebral fractures [20].

Calcium supplementation and cardiovascular disease

Based on interventional studies it has generally been proposed that calcium supplements may have favourable effects on the cardiovascular system by its effects on intestinal fat absorption and blood pressure. It was suggested that calcium supplements are binding lipids and bile acids in the gut thereby interfering with fat absorption [21–22].

A recent meta-analysis of randomized, controlled trials investigating faecal fat excretion in relation to calcium intake (supplements or dairy) confirmed increased fat excretion to an extent that could be relevant for prevention of weight gain [23]. Indeed, observational studies have found that dietary calcium intake is inversely related to body weight and body fat mass [24]. In contrast, however, other studies questioned a beneficial effect of calcium on lipid metabolism. A recent study by Reid et al. found no significant treatment effect of calcium intake on the ratio of HDL to LDL cholesterol nor on weight, fat mass, lean mass, triglycerides, or total, LDL, or HDL cholesterol [25]. More consistent are data on the effect of calcium treatment on blood pressure with demonstration of average decreases of 1 to 2 mm Hg in both systolic and diastolic pressures [26–28]. In the most recent randomized controlled trial there were downward trends in systolic and diastolic blood pressures within the calcium-supplemented groups, but there were no significant treatment effects over the whole trial period of two years [25]. In a post hoc analysis of those with baseline calcium intake below the median value (<785 mg/d), blood pressures showed borderline treatment effects as compared with placebo; hence calcium supplementation may decrease blood pressure in those with low dietary intakes. The effects of calcium supplementation on blood pressure are probably induced by the natriuretic effect of calcium [29].

Potential negative cardiovascular effects of calcium supplements

Whether these modest changes in cardiovascular risk factors ultimately result in improved cardiovascular morbidity and mortality is questioned since recent studies have suggested that calcium supplementation may be harmful and associated with increased vascular events.

In a five year randomized, placebo-controlled trial in 1471 healthy older women (mean age 74 years) Bolland et al. reported increases in rates of cardiovascular events in women allocated to calcium supplements (calcium citrate, 1000 mg). Contrary to the study's hypothesis of benefit, subjects' self-reports of adverse events showed a two-fold excess of myocardial infarction (RR 2.12, 95%CI 1.01–4.47) and a non-significant increase in the risk of stroke (RR 1.37, 95%CI 0.83–2.28) [30]. Based on this meta-analysis and its absolute risk estimates a NNH for myocardial infarction of 210 and a NNH for stroke of 476 over five years can be calculated (table 1).
Subsequently the same authors performed a meta-analysis of cardiovascular events in randomized, placebo-controlled studies of calcium supplements (without vitamin D co-administration). Most patients included in the analysis were women (median age of 74.5 years) and their mean dietary calcium at baseline ranged between 400 and 1200 mg/d. It remains unclear to what extent cardiovascular risk factors (e.g., hypertension, diabetes or lipid disorders) were prevalent as these data were not available in most studies included into the meta-analysis. Calcium supplements (calcium citrate or glubionate, 500–2000 mg) significantly increased the risk of myocardial infarction by 31% in five trials involving 8151 participants where individual patient data were available, and by 27% in 11 trials involving 11921 participants where trial level data were available. There were no statistically significant increases in the risk of stroke or death [1].

Both studies have received major attention due to the potential detrimental effect on cardiovascular health, nevertheless major criticism has also been raised [29, 31]. In the first trial the risk of myocardial infarction was no longer significantly increased once the data had undergone a quality control audit using the national database of hospital admissions. The meta-analysis showed a significant increase in myocardial infarction, although none of the studies by itself observed significant results, not even the largest one. Importantly, data on cardiovascular events were collected from self-reports, death certificates and medical records, but were not defined as primary study endpoints. These and other criticisms, such as the fact that no attenuation of mortality has been observed, have been carefully addressed by the authors concluding that calcium supplementation should be used with caution in particular as potential benefits on skeletal health seem limited [29].

In contrast to the findings of Bolland et al., a recently published interventional trial of calcium carbonate showed no negative cardiovascular effect. This study examined atherosclerotic vascular hospitalisation and mortality data from a 5-year randomized controlled trial with a 4.5 year post-trial follow-up [32]. The participants were 1460 women (mean age 75 years) recruited from the general population and randomized to receive 1200 mg calcium carbonate daily or placebo. The intervention group that received calcium supplementation did not have a higher risk of death or first-time hospitalisation from atherosclerotic vascular disease in either the 5-year RCT or during the 9.5 years of observational study. Of note, the results of this study are not directly comparable with the meta-analysis by Bolland et al. [1] as they choose a broad composite endpoint of atherosclerotic vascular disease (including atrial fibrillation and congestive heart failure) without analysis of specific endpoints such as myocardial infarction or stroke.

Whereas these studies examined the effect of calcium monotherapy the question arises whether co-administered calcium and vitamin D affects cardiovascular risk or whether the potential negative effect of calcium on cardiovascular events might be attenuated in combined treatment. There is some evidence that vitamin D might have an independent beneficial effect on mortality [33–35]. In a randomized, placebo-controlled trial over seven years the Women’s Health Initiative reported no adverse effect of calcium and vitamin D (1000 mg calcium and 400 IU vitamin D daily) on any cardiovascular endpoint [36]. Importantly, 54% of the participants were taking personal (non-protocol) calcium supplements at randomization (total calcium intake, exclusive study medication: app. 1150 mg/d) and 47% were taking personal vitamin D supplements (total vitamin D intake, exclusive study medication: app. 365 IU/d). This study has been reanalysed taking into account the interaction of personal use of calcium supplements [37]. The authors conclude that calcium supplements with or without vitamin D modestly increase the risk of cardiovascular events, especially myocardial infarction (HR 1.22, 95%CI 1.00–1.50), a finding obscured in the WHI calcium/vitamin D study by the widespread use of personal calcium supplements. The risk for myocardial infarction and stroke (HR 1.17, 95%CI 0.95–1.44) were similar to those observed in the meta-analysis by Bolland et al. [1]. In women taking personal calcium supplements at randomization, the addition of calcium and vitamin D did not increase cardiovascular risk suggesting that there may not be a dose-response relationship between calcium supplement and the risk of cardiovascular events [37]. The concept that abrupt change in plasma calcium concentration (which results after supplement ingestion) may be responsible for the observed increased cardiovascular risk remains speculative.

A meta-analysis by Wang et al. including four prospective studies of healthy persons found no differences in incidence of cardiovascular disease between calcium supplement recipients and non-recipients. Results of secondary analyses in eight randomized trials showed a slight but statistically non-significant risk reduction in cardiovascular disease with vitamin D supplementation at moderate to high doses (app. 1000 IU/d) but not with calcium supplementation, or a combination of vitamin D and calcium supplementation [38].

To judge whether the observed effect of calcium supplements on cardiovascular endpoints represents a reliable signal which needs further attention one would like to understand possible mechanisms relating calcium supplementation with vascular disease. Although speculative some

Table 1: Benefits and risks of calcium supplementation. Treatment effect estimation (NNT/NNH) based on data from published meta-analyses evaluating the effect of calcium supplements on fracture risk and cardiovascular events (treatment duration 4–5 years) [1, 10, 63].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit</th>
<th>Calcium group, number events</th>
<th>Control group, number events</th>
<th>NNT / NNH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-vertebral fracture</td>
<td>388/3356&gt;</td>
<td>426/3384</td>
<td>NNT 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip fracture</td>
<td>77/2773</td>
<td>52/2801</td>
<td>NNT 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myocardial infarction</td>
<td>&gt;166/8116</td>
<td>130/5805</td>
<td>NNH 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>212/6116</td>
<td>190/5805</td>
<td>NNH 476</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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interesting mechanisms have been discussed in a recent review by Reid et al. [29].
Several studies have shown transient increases in serum calcium levels into the borderline hypercalcaemic range following ingestion of 500 to 1000 mg calcium as a supplement [39–40] which is in contrast to the intake of calcium from dietary sources. Ingestion of calcium-rich foods has been shown to result in much smaller changes in circulating calcium levels, which might be due to slower intestinal transit as calcium rich foods are usually ingested together with proteins and fat [41]. A systematic review recently showed that dairy food consumption is not associated with a higher risk of coronary heart disease [42].
In contrast, however, high-normal levels of serum calcium have been related to cardiovascular disease, including carotid artery plaque thickness [43] and abdominal aortic calcification [44]. Direct correlations between serum calcium levels and coronary heart disease [45–47] or stroke [45, 48] have been observed in postmenopausal women and men as well as in patients with primary hyperparathyroidism [49]. Hence, one could assume that calcium supplements, not taken together with meals, would result in elevations of circulating calcium above the upper normal range. In fact, hypercalcaemia after intake of calcium supplements is transitory lasting for about six hours [29]. Repeated intake of supplements with repeated calcium peaks may therefore translate into increased risk of cardiovascular disease.
Other potential mechanisms linking calcium supplements with cardiovascular disease include acceleration of coronary artery calcification [50–51], induction of a hypercoagulable state [52–53] and effects on arterial stiffness with impaired vasodilatation [54–56].

Practical consequences
A general function of everyday clinical practice is the identification of persons with an increased risk of fractures, the initiation of preventive measures and the institution of a therapeutic intervention appropriate to their individual fracture risk. Nowadays, a case-finding strategy that is designed to investigate people (by DXA) with a clearly increased risk of fracture is recommended [57]. Drug therapy is indicated where there is increased risk of fracture. This applies to patients who have already experienced a fracture, especially a vertebral or hip fracture or patients with an increased absolute 10-year fracture risk (assessed by the “WHO Fracture Risk Assessment Tool” (FRAX®) [58–59]).
Antiresorptive preparations, particularly bisphosphonates, denosumab and selective oestrogen receptor modulators are primarily used in the therapy of osteoporosis. In this context it is noteworthy that calcium supplementation is only a weak resorption inhibitor which is reflected by the small effect on fracture risk reduction [7]. Hence, while adequate calcium intake should generally be ensured as a preventive strategy additional pharmacological treatment is mandatory in patients with increased fracture risk and treatment to prevent fractures cannot exclusively be based on calcium and vitamin D supplementation (except for the rare case of osteomalacia).
The recently published report of the Institute of Medicine in the USA (IOM) states that 1000–1200 mg of calcium is the estimated average daily requirement for women and men over 50 years with a upper limit (that is likely to pose no risk) of 2000 mg/d [60]. As comprehensively discussed in an editorial by Burckhardt [31] these figures are derived from studies in populations whose bone health was not optimal. Importantly, these studies were not titrated against circulating levels of 25(OH) vitamin D which is crucial considering the role of vitamin D in the regulation of intestinal calcium absorption. It therefore seems reasonable to assume that the recommendations of the IOM may be too high.
In clinical practice assessment of an individual’s dietary calcium intake is recommended before prescribing additional calcium supplementation and calcium supplementation should be restricted to patients with low calcium intake only (<800 mg/d). Dietary calcium intake can be assessed by simplified questionnaires. It has to be acknowledged, however, that this is only a simplified estimate of calcium intake, more precise assessment with thorough quantification should be based on questionnaires such as the Food Frequency Questionnaire (FFQ). Using a semiquantitative questionnaire in daily routine we observed that most patients in our Osteoporosis Clinic generally have sufficient nutritional calcium intake. In a review of 1461 consecutive patients who were referred for osteoporosis assessment a median dietary calcium intake of 1020 mg/d (range, 100–3600 mg/d) was recorded. 73% of patients reported having a daily calcium intake of more than 800 mg. This indicates that routine supplementation of calcium is not warranted in all patients, but patients with inadequate intake need to be identified and treated aiming for a total daily calcium intake of 800 to 1000 mg. In a posthoc analysis of the meta-analysis by Bolland et al. suggesting an overall increased cardiovascular risk in patients on calcium supplementation [1, 29] there was an interaction between dietary calcium intake and the risk of myocardial infarction. When the cohort was divided into two groups by baseline dietary calcium intake (above and below the median) there was an interaction between dietary calcium and the risk of myocardial infarction with increased risk in patients with a daily intake above 800 mg. In contrast, risk of myocardial infarction was not elevated in women with an intake below 800 mg (p = 0.01 for interaction).
As the risk of cardiovascular events is predominantly observed in studies with higher doses of calcium supplements (1000–2000 mg), lower doses seem to be safe. Practically, this indicates that a total calcium intake of about 800 mg (dietary calcium intake and calcium supplement) would be adequate, as long as optimal vitamin D levels are ascertained.
In contrast to the ingestion of calcium-rich foods, calcium supplements taken in the fasting state may result in transient hypercalcaemia (which has been related to cardiovascular disease). In order to prevent relevant hypercalcaemia supplements should be taken after meals and higher doses of supplements are preferably divided into portions of 500 mg.
In summary, potential negative effects of calcium supplements need to be balanced against the benefits of treatment. The published data so far suggest a potential detrimental
effect of calcium supplement on cardiovascular health (i.e. myocardial infarction) although further prospective studies are needed to clarify the gradient of risk. Since food sources of calcium produce similar benefits on bone density as supplements [61–62] and dietary calcium intake does not seem to be related to adverse cardiovascular effects, calcium intake from nutritional sources needs to be enforced. In patients with low calcium intake supplements are warranted aiming for a total calcium intake of 800 to 1000 mg/d together with adequate vitamin D replacement. Nevertheless we should keep in mind that for a significant reduction in fracture risk, pharmacological treatment is mandatory in patients at risk of fractures irrespective of calcium and vitamin D supplementation.
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